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THE SPORTIER
deGromination
Anybody who had doubted Jacob deGrom’s greatness can now be assured that he is unquestionably the best pitcher in
baseball. The New York Mets ace pitcher took the mound Friday and turned in the greatest performance of his career to
date. Facing the Washington Nationals, deGrom struck out a career-high 15 batters in a 9-inning shutout victory for the
Mets. Additionally, deGrom carries an impressive 50 strikeouts through his rst four starts of the season, over 29 innings,
making him the fastest pitcher to reach 50 strikeouts in a season in MLB history. To further emphasize deGrom’s excellence,
his offensive abilities have truly shown that if you want something bad enough, you may need to do it yourself.
It is no secret that the Mets have traditionally performed poorly behind deGrom. After deGrom’s rst start of the 2021
season, which ended in a no decision (neither a win nor a loss for him) after the Mets bullpen blew a 3-0 lead, he has had 33
total games end in a no decision since the start of 2018. In those games, he has a 1.76 ERA, and since 2018, the Mets
currently have an overall record of 38-42 in his starts. DeGrom, who has won two Cy Young Awards in this same span, also
holds two records in relation to his awards. Excluding both Trevor Bauer and Shane Bieber, who won the NL and AL Cy
Young Awards in the shortened 60-game season in 2020, respectively, deGrom holds the two lowest win-total seasons for a
Cy Young Award pitcher in history. In 2018, deGrom had a record of 10-9, and in 2019, he had a slightly better record of
11-8. Unfortunately for deGrom, it is too often that his team is unable to perform behind him, whether it is offensively or
defensively. On a larger scale, deGrom’s misfortunes are revolutionizing baseball: he is proving that wins as a pitcher are not
an effective way of measuring dominance.
Again, deGrom has had to make the best of his situation with the Mets, and he has now taken matters into his own hands. In
2021, he has 6 hits in his 11 total at bats with 2 RBIs. That is just 1 RBI less than the Mets’ $341 million man Francisco Lindor,
and one more earned run than he has allowed while pitching all season. In deGrom’s wondrous performance on Friday
night, he was 2 for 4 at the plate with an RBI double that drove in the rst run of the game in the fth inning. To put things
into perspective, deGrom only surrendered two total hits on Friday night against the Nationals.
While there are other pitchers that seem like they are masters of their crafts right now, deGrom is still the top dog. Corbin
Burnes, the Milwaukee Brewers rising star, has a 0.37 ERA through his rst 4 starts, just 0.06 points higher than deGrom’s
0.31. Burnes also set a record of his own this season, and it is truly impressive. He started the season with 40 strikeouts in 4
starts, and has yet to allow a walk. This makes for the most strikeouts to begin a season without allowing a walk for a pitcher.
Burnes, who has allowed just 8 total hits this season, is viewed by some to be better than deGrom this season. While Burnes’
start is unprecedented, his history may not be favorable to him. He has yet to throw 60 innings in a season in his 3-season
career prior to 2021, which leaves many question marks in regards to his stamina over the course of a long, 162-game
season, where he could be asked to pitch around 200 innings as a starter. In comparison, deGrom threw 140 1/3 innings in
his rookie year, and has thrown 489 innings in the three prior seasons to 2021, showcasing that he can sustain success.
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DeGrom is truly rede ning the perception of what a potential Hall of Fame pitcher looks like, and even if he does not end
up in Cooperstown when it is all said and done, he has clearly reshaped the mold for pitchers in the future. DeGrom began
his career when he was 26, which is considered to be pretty late. In comparison, Clayton Kershaw, who is just 3 months older
than deGrom, was a rookie in 2008, when he was 20 years old. Kershaw is a sure re Hall of Famer, while deGrom still needs
to compile a longer resumé to compete for his spot in Cooperstown. One thing going for deGrom is that he has thrown
1,166 fewer innings than Kershaw. DeGrom, who did not even begin pitching until late into his college career at Stetson
University, and who has already had Tommy John surgery, has had very few innings pitched on his arm in his lifetime.
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He has already made it clear, in an interview with ESPN’s Jeff Passan, that he wants to pitch into his 40s. Also mentioning that
not only does he want to be a Hall of Famer, but an “inner-circle Hall of Famer.” DeGrom has astoundingly added 5 MPH to
his average fastball since he rst broke into the league, which makes his aspirations seem within reach. With an extreme
coolness and, at the same time, ultra-competitive re burning within, deGrom has turned into somewhat of a Tom Bradyesque gure of the MLB. Now, it’s time to see if deGrom can add some rings to his collection of hardware, similar to the man
hunting for number 8 in Tampa Bay.
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APRIL 23, 2021 - JACOB DEGROM STRIKES OUT 15, GOES 2-4 FROM THE PLATE IN
6-0 VICTORY OVER THE NATIONALS
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NFL: The Numbers Game
While many have wondered the question, we won’t have to wait much longer for change: the NFL is allowing players a
wider range of numbers to wear, similar to college football. Here are the expanded number options, announced by the NFL
on April 21:

Quarterbacks

1-19

Running Backs

1-49, 80—89

Wide Recievers

1-49, 80—89

Tight Ends

1-49, 80—90

Offensive Line

50-79

Defensive Line

50-79, 90-99

Linebackers

1-59, 90-99

Defensive Backs

1-49

Kickers

1-19

Punters

1-19
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Now, it is certainly safe to say that some players are more excited for this change than others. For the pro-number change
team, there are several big names that are already shopping around for new numbers. Minnesota Vikings running back
Dalvin Cook posted on his Instagram story a picture of him photoshopped into a number 4 uniform, which is the same
number that he wore in his college days at Florida State. Arizona Cardinals receiver DeAndre Hopkins posted a picture on
Instagram in a number 6 Cardinals uniform, the same number that he wore while playing at Clemson, captioning the picture
“Bring back the 6 like [LeBron James] in Miami.” Dallas Cowboys running back Ezekiel Elliot posted on Twitter a picture of
him in a number 15 Cowboys jersey, the same number from his time at Ohio State, writing “This #15 clean.” The list of
players seemingly seeking number changes continues, including names from Los Angeles Rams cornerback Jalen Ramsey
to New York Jets offensive lineman Mekhi Becton. It seems as though many players are excited to bring back their jersey
numbers from their college days. On the other hand, there are some that have an issue with the NFL’s restriction changes.
When I say some, I speci cally mean Tom Brady. The Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback called the rule “DUMB” and says
that it will “make for a lot of bad football” in his Instagram story. His rst issue seemed to be with players on defense,
primarily with linebackers and defensive backs, having the option to have similar numbers to those of offensive skill position
players, like running backs, wide receivers, and tight ends. In Brady’s eyes, especially as a quarterback, this could cause a lot
of confusion when making split-second decisions, if he is seeing players of single/low digit numbers either rushing him or
covering his men wearing similar numbers. Brady later added to his complaint against the rule change, wondering why
offensive lineman were so restricted in their numbers compared to all other positions. He wrote, “Why have numbers? Just
have colored jerseys…why not wear the same number?” While Brady’s complaints seem to be backed with some logic,
especially since he is a quarterback who has to manage the game, it seems as though he is outnumbered when it comes to
NFL players.
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While many players seem prepared to make a switch to their uniform number already, they may be in for a hefty fee. To
change jersey numbers for the 2021 NFL season, the player must buy out the remaining supply of the merchandise with
their current jersey number before making the switch. For many players that aren’t big names, this may be worth the deal.
For star players, though, this could be a bit of a deterrent. Dalvin Cook, who, as mentioned previously, expressed interest in
changing his jersey number, would reportedly have to pay $1.5 million to change his jersey number. Some reports claim
that Cook is now not seriously considering a number change due to this large sum of money. Players that notify the NFL that
they would like to change their number for the 2022 NFL season, however, will not have to pay anything.

TOM BRADY EXPRESSED HIS DISTASTE FOR THE NFL’S NEW JERSEY NUMBER
RESTRICTIONS VIA INSTAGRAM
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